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Unity is a great platform for game developers to build phenomenal 2D and 3D games for Android, and today Intel announced that they and Unity are coming together to bring support to x86 devices. According to today's press release and graphics and CPU performance improvements and features, they will be seamlessly integrated into future releases of Unity
4 and Unity 5 product lines. This is great news, as better support for CPU and Intel graphics means better apps for Intel-powered Android devices. I have a feeling we're going to see many more of these, and Intel will become a bigger force once Android expands into 64-bit space. The following is the full text of the press release. More: Intel SANTA CLARA,
Calif. i SEATTLE, August 20, 2014 - Intel Corporation and Unity Technologies today announced a strategic collaboration to advance the development of Android*-based applications on Intel® architecture. The deal accelerates Intel's mobility push as millions of developers using the Unity development platform can now bring native Android games and other
apps to Intel-based mobile devices. Unity adds support for Android across all of Intel's current and future processors, including Intel® Core™ and Intel® Atom™ families. Unity will ensure that Intel's product improvements, including graphics and CPU performance improvements, will be seamlessly integrated into future releases of Unity 4 and Unity 5 product
lines. As Intel's architecture continues to gain market segment share on mobile devices, these improvements will help ensure unity developer games are run natively, as well as look great and perform beautifully on Intel platforms. In addition, developers using Unity can now easily add support for Intel architecture in their apps or produce native applications for
Intel architecture only with minimal added effort. We have set a goal of shipping 40 million Intel-based tablets this year and expect more than 100 Android tablet designs on the Market by the end of this year, said Doug Fisher, Intel's corporate vice president and general manager of the Software and Services Group. Our collaboration with Unity will give its
nearly 3 million developers the necessary software tools and support to build amazing Android experiences on Intel's architecture. Unity uses half of all mobile game developers, and many of them have sought more support for Intel-based devices that use Android, said David Helgason, CEO, Unity Technologies. We are proud to work with Intel to ensure that
Unity provides the easiest and most successful experience possible on Intel platforms. As a mobile gaming company, Kabam relies on the Unity Game engine and the compelling performance and efficiency it provides us to release our mobile games for players around the world, said Kent Wakeford, COO kabama. We are very excited to bring content that
authored unity, such as our upcoming title, Marvel of Champions, Champions, a rapidly growing installed database of Android devices powered by Intel. More information about Unity's support on Intel is available on www.intel.com/software/unity and our blog. O Unity Unity Technologies is the creator of Unity, a flexible and highly sneering end-to-end
development platform to create rich interactive 3D and 2D experiences. Unity's powerful core engine and editor serve as a foundation for developers and designers to quickly build beautiful games or apps and easily bring them to multiple platforms: mobile devices, home entertainment systems, personal computers and built-in systems. At the heart of Unity
Democratization initiatives, you will find solutions and services to build games and audiences. The Unity Asset Store digital content marketplace supports developers' efforts by providing time and money-saving solutions to difficult challenges in manufacturing, design, and the arts. New integrated services such as Unity Cloud Build expand the platform for
greater productivity in creation, testing and implementation, while Unity Everyplay and Unity Ads help developers connect with their audiences and gain users by sharing game playback on the social network and offering a high-quality advertising network. Unity Technologies serves more than 600,000 monthly active developers, including major publishers,
indie studios, students and hobbyists worldwide. For more information visit: . About Intel Intel (NASDAQ: INTC) is a world leader in computer innovation. The company designs and builds essential technologies that serve as the basis for the world's computer devices. As a leader in corporate responsibility and sustainability, Intel also produces the world's first
commercially available conflict-free microprocessors. Additional information about Intel is available newsroom.intel.com blogs.intel.com, and intel's efforts without conflict in conflictfree.intel.com. With hardware like Shield TV and Android compatible game controllers, it's easier than ever to play PC and console games on your Android device. Since Google
Play began allowing games that require controllers, the official Android app store has become home to hundreds of titles originally published on Windows, PlayStation, Nintendo DS and other platforms. While iOS devices could theoretically power some of the games on this list, only Android users can play them on their smartphones, tablets or Android TV.
However, you'll need a higher end device to run HD graphics games, and most console titles require a gaming controller. If you have the right hardware, the following games are worth downloading on Android. Valve This game is an absolute gaming classic. It's short, but it doesn't overstay its welcome as you quickly unravel the secrets of aperture science and
its Portal Testing Initiative. GLaDOS, an omniscient and malicious super AI, remains one of the great villains in gaming. Puzzles and atmosphere are ingeniously done. This game is a must-play for everyone, and if you haven't tried it yet, why not grab an Android device and play it now? And if you want more valve classics, Half-Life 2 (based on Half-Life 2 for
PC) and its first and second episodes are also on Android, although Portal 2 has yet to be released on Android. The Team Meat Trial Platformer genre has become popular on mobile, with many games owed significant debt to Team Meat's downloaded genre. Nvidia has helped to transfer to Android, and you can see many elements that have helped make
other games in this genre so popular. You will need a controller; The game would be too hard without her. The challenges are brutal but plentiful and rewarding, so if you succeed in doing so, you have truly proven your skills as a gamer. Gearbox Software The original game in this series helped popularize the loot-and-shoot genre for which Destiny and other
games have since taken up the mantle. This pre-sequel that takes place after Borderlands 1 and before 2 was not developed by Gearbox, but allows you to collect billions of weapons and make bastards on the moon. And for only $15, it's hard to put this off. We just need other 2 games to appear on Android. While many games here require controllers,
XCOM: Enemy Within is a strategic turn-based game that makes great use of the touchscreen. It's also an incredibly deep strategy game that can be extremely punishing if you play to its most difficult difficulty. You will need to be smart and careful when playing, but this can be extremely useful. Enemy Within is an extended version of Enemy Unknown, which
is a remake of the 1994 cult classic UFO: Enemy Unknown. Devolver Digital/Dennaton Dennaton's top-down action game is all about brutal violence and its impact. Your mysterious protagonist has been sent on missions to kill a large number of people, and it's up to you to find out why. Survival is not guaranteed, and one mistake will disrupt you. The game is
an interesting contradiction because it presents you with ultraviolest, and it does not allow you to feel good about it. It's a fascinating concept to play with and incredibly captivating, much like many Devolver Digital titles. The soundtrack pays to plug headphones into your device. Electronic traces help add to the mood and devastating nature of the whole
product. The Hotline Miami 2 sequel can also be played on Android. Yacht Club Games This is the best retro-inspired platformer you can get right now. Inspired by Mega Man, Castlevania, DuckTales, and all sorts of 8-bit era games, you play as a shovel-wielding hero as you try to defeat the Red No Quarter, including the mysterious Enchantress. The levels
have some neat platforming tricks up their sleeve, along with secrets to discover. This game feels a lot like it could have been made in the '80s and become an all-time classic, but it came out in the mid-2010s. Virt's soundtrack is also wonderful. The catch here is The game is currently An Amazon exclusive, so you'll need a Fire TV to play it. But if you do, then
you have to, because it's one of the best platformers out there. The expansion of the Plague of Shadows dramatically changes the game enough to justify an additional purchase. Konami Style Violence Experts Platinum Games pairs with Kojima Productions on this 3D action game. You play like a raiden wielding a sword, and you can do all kinds of acrobatic
stunts to get into some crazy fight. Fighting isn't just mindless chaos: The game rewards you for smart killings, and you can also use free-swinging sword mode to accurately cut out your enemies by absorbing more energy and getting more points. Giant fight bosses are also part of the fun. If you enjoy extensive dialogue, but perhaps not in the rank of the
overly extensive Metal Gear Solid 4, you'll love Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance. Right now, this one is only available on Nvidia Shield TV. The game looks fantastic and clearly pushes the device to the limit. Metalhead Software It may not be a licensed MLB simulation, but Super Mega Baseball is an amazing baseball game though. Kicking and throwing
systems are simple enough for anyone to pick them up and play them, but they provide enough complexity for players to feel genuinely in control. Friendly enough for beginners to take, but deep enough for baseball fans to enjoy, this is one of the best games in its android genre or on any platform. Tipping Goat / Nvidia Shield Partners It is common for people
who do not understand sports to mix terminology. Thanks to the Super Slam Dunk Touchdown, they will finally be confirmed. This multi-player sports game is all about combining all kinds of sports into one massive amalgamation game. It's wacky fun with several different scoring mechanisms and ways you can play based on the type of athlete you choose.
Grab some controllers, some friends, and they get a good start. Time.
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